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Collective behavior in cancer cell populations
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In recent years the argument has been made that malig-
nant tumors represent complex dynamic and self-
organizing biosystems. Furthermore, there is increasing
evidence that collective cell migration is common during
invasion and metastasis of malignant tumors. Here, we
argue that cancer systemsmay be capable of developing
multicellular collective patterns that resemble evolved
adaptive behavior known from other biological systems
including collective sensing of environmental conditions
and collective decision-making. We present a concept as
to how these properties could arise in tumors and
why the emergence of such swarm-like patterns would
confer advantageous properties to the spatiotemporal
expansion of tumors, and consequently, why under-
standing and ultimately targeting such collectivity
should be of interest for basic and clinical cancer
research alike.
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Introduction

Collective behavior has long been observed in a number of

biological systems, most notably in social insect colonies

(Fig. 1A), bird flocks, and schools of fish.(1) The behavior of

such systems is complex,(2) which means that understanding

the individual component in more detail does not necessarily

explain the collective behavior of many individuals, and thus

usually evokes Aristotle’s quote in that ‘‘The whole is more

than the sum of its parts.’’ Understanding the population-level

properties of large interacting systems, and how such

properties arise from the individual components, is a

fundamental problem in the biological sciences.(3–6)

In recent years it has been proposed that cancer behaves

as such an expanding multicellular biosystem(7–9) that results

from the complicated multi-step process of tumorigenesis.(10)

Malignant tumors are generally thought to operate with a
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combination of fast on-site growth and a (currently)

nearly unstoppable population of rogue, mobile cancerous cells

that invade the adjacent tissue and, depending on the cancer

type, can eventually metastasize to other organs and set up

secondary tumors.(11) In some microscopy images (such as the

one in Fig. 1B taken from 2D cell culture experiments with highly

malignant brain cancer cells), a pattern of collective alignment

can be observed that seems to arise without any visible

directional cue—not unlike the ones known from swarms

(Fig. 1A). Such collective cell migration is now becoming

recognized as being an important, and often the predominant

mode of invasion in a wide range of tumors.(12–14) Here, we

argue that, not unlike bacteria and slime molds, mobile cancer

cells may exhibit a suite of collective behaviors and that

investigating collective patterns in such devastating cancer

systems with an interdisciplinary perspective, including

insights gained from other biosystems, has the potential to

advance our understanding of the disease and thus may

ultimately allow us to therapeutically impact its spatiotemporal

dynamics more effectively. The following section briefly

describes our concept as to why ‘‘swarm-like’’ behavior

should be advantageous for a cancer system and how it may

arise.
Paradigms

A central component that underlies our concepts is that cells,

also in their diseased state, can function as sender and

receiver of chemical (autocrine/paracrine) and biomechanical

signals, features supported by a solid body of experimental

evidence.(15) Furthermore, the abnormalities present in

diseased cells can result in them exhibiting properties

reminiscent of those employed by cell aggregates during

natural morphogenic processes. Thus collective migration of

cells represents a reversion to a type of collective action

similar to that evoked in a developmental context. Importantly,

however, being out of context of normal morphogenesis and

incorporating one, or several, attributes exhibited by less

differentiated cells, this aberrant cellular process is similar to,

but distinct from, normal developmental mechanisms. The

ideas that we outline here also employ key concepts from the

study of collective animal behavior, which we propose are also
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Figure 1. (A) Social caterpillars (image courtesy of Trond Larsen), cf. (B) Multicellular patterns that emerge in a confluent human glioma cell

culture in vitro. Note the resemblance of the two complex patterns, although the characteristic length-scale of the two systems is distinctively

different (i.e., a social caterpillar measures several millimeters in length, whereas the diameter of tumor cells ismeasured inmicrometers). (C) Ant

trails that originate from the nest (bright spot on the left) to sugar drops (four) deposited on the right (from digital tracking of ants by I. D. C.).

(D) Invasive cell branches that originate from a (top left) glioma spheroid in vitro (3D extracellular matrix assay using MatrigelTM(8), used also as

basis for computational cancer modeling works(70,71)). (E) Microscopic image of a confluent human glioma cell culture in vitro. Note the alignment

of multiple cancer cells (within the broken lines), as compared to the rest of the cell culture.
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highly relevant to understanding the interactions of tumor

cell populations. In addition, we argue that similarities

among these systems go beyond mere analogy and

instead we can begin to make testable predictions about

the types, and consequences, of collective behavior within

tumors.
BioEssays 31:190–197, � 2009 WILEY Periodicals, Inc.
Chemical feedback processes and collective

migration in tumors

A crucial and ubiquitous form of collective communication in

animal groups arises from the interplay of processes that

result in amplification and decay of information. Consider, for
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example, an ant colony foraging for new resources. Here,

individuals can influence each others activity through the

deposition of, and response to, chemical pheromones. The

chemical acts to modify the environment through which

other individuals move, influencing both the direction taken

by ants that pass that point in the future and also often

attracting (recruiting) ants to a site.(16) Individuals, if capable

of depositing pheromone, may reinforce the trail, further

influencing the direction taken by subsequent ants, and so on.

This social amplification, or positive feedback, can result in

exploratory columns of individuals (Fig. 1C). Negative feed-

back in this system results from the decay (diffusion) of

pheromone. If paths are not properly reinforced they fail to

elicit a sufficiently strong collective response and foraging

columns cannot be maintained. Once trails do form, however,

the local aggregation of chemical-producing individuals

means that trail persistence can often be maintained with a

chemical deposition rate lower than that initially required to

define its formation.(17) If positive feedback is high (such as

when ants release large quantities of chemical), trails form

quickly but are sensitive to initial conditions (random

fluctuations). Conversely, if negative feedback dominates,

ants will not sufficiently reinforce each others motion and

exploration tends to be non-existent or individualistic. Thus, by

tuning the rate of reinforcement to that of decay, ant colonies

can trade off exploration of new areas with the exploitation of

existing resources.(18)

The social amplification of collective motion through

chemicals means in ants bears similarity to certain processes

evident within tumors; processes which emerge as a result of

the cells’ capability to create and respond to chemicals that

also generate collective motion. Consider invasive gliomas,

for example (as shown in Figs. 1B and D). These highly

malignant brain tumor cells reportedly utilize the amino acid

transporter system xc to import cystine in exchange for the

release of relatively large quantities of glutamate.(19–22)

Glutamate, an excitatory neurotransmitter,(23) appears to

induce local collective migration of these cancer cells.(21,24)

Consequently, we hypothesize that positive feedback pro-

cesses also occur here, with glutamate-secreting cell motion

being influenced by the inhomogeneities in glutamate

concentration (gradients) that the cells, themselves, create.

Thus, regions of growing concentration tend to become

‘‘reinforced’’ (autocatalytic behavior), breaking symmetry, and

resulting in columns of cells emerging from the main tumor

and thus a pattern similar to that shown in Fig. 1D (other

potential chemical cues include autocrine production of and

paracrine stimulus through transforming growth factor alpha,

TGFa).(15) In addition to promoting collective cell migration,

glutamate production may also act to ‘‘clear a path.’’ That is,

by creating a locally inhospitable environment that leads

to neuronal death,(20,21) it can enhance the inflammatory

response and may promote peritumoral edema.(22,24) Thus,
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glutamate production acts both to induce collective invasion

and to create a more permeable space through which an

invasion process can occur that requires less energy

dissipation(21) (a process furthered by the secretion of

proteolytic enzymes,(25) which already have been linked to

collective cancer cell invasion(26)).

Unlike the case for ants, the positive and negative

feedback processes that determine autocatalytic cell migra-

tion in tumors are not finely tuned by the requirements of

optimal foraging due to the limitations of tumors to adapt

primarily by clonal evolution.(27–29) Nevertheless, an under-

standing of the onset and maintenance of collective invasion

may benefit from considering how these properties can be

manipulated, both by internal tumor dynamics and by

treatment protocols.
Leadership and collective decision-making in mobile

cell aggregates

In some collective tumor invasion processes, it appears that a

pro-migratory subset of cells at the leading edge guides the

invasion process,(8,12,30,31) although the extent to which

guided cells are completely passive, as argued previously, is

unclear. The fairly precise maintenance of cell position with

respect to neighbors within the moving group is also

demonstrated in models of collective motion in animals

where all individuals are capable of active propulsion.(32,33)

Despite this, it is clear that in both developmental processes

involving cell migration(34,35) and tumorigenesis(8,12,30,31) a

relatively small proportion of ‘‘trail-blazing’’ cells can often act

to guide others. In some cases this can result in the

detachment of cell groups (so-called nests), whereas in

others contact is maintained with the primary site.(12)

These processes bear resemblance to leadership beha-

vior investigated in certain animal groups. In some ant

species, for example, relatively few ‘‘pathfinder ants’’(36) tend

to be the individuals responsible for trail pheromone

deposition. Couzin et al.(37) also demonstrated that only a

small proportion of individuals with biased motion (such as

cells with directed motion, e.g., those navigating up a

chemical gradient) can guide ‘‘naive’’ individuals (those

without a preferred direction of travel, or that are incapable

of sensing the chemical gradient) without any chemical

signaling. If individuals exhibit local attraction (adhesion) to

near neighbors, and in addition a tendency to align their

direction of travel with such neighbors (caused perhaps by the

shear forces generated among motile cells in contact(38,39)),

such leadership can emerge spontaneously. Individuals with a

directional bias tend to move to occupy the leading edge of the

aggregate regardless of starting positions. Furthermore, it

was demonstrated that as the population size increases the

proportion of such biased (guiding) individuals required to
BioEssays 31:190–197, � 2009 WILEY Periodicals, Inc.
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induce group migration actually decreases. Therefore, only a

very small proportion of actively ‘‘invasive’’ individuals is

needed to cause a transition to collective motion of a large

body of cells. Importantly, this behavior does not require

explicit signaling, individual recognition of cell types nor the

production of chemical attractant by leading individuals

(however, such physically mediated information transfer is

not mutually exclusive from that involving chemical means).

One of the predictions of the model of Couzin et al.(37) is

that, where there is a conflict in the directional preference

exhibited by leading individuals, the cell group will either

integrate the preferred directions among leading edges (when

the angular difference between them is smaller than a critical

value; 1308 in their model) or collectively select one

direction—that associated with the dominant leading edge

(such consensus decision-making again results from explicit

local interactions). Data already exist that demonstrate that

net migration of cancer cell groups in the presence of

conflicting leading edges either follow the integrated vector or

the dominant leading edge,(40) and we argue that further

analysis of such properties could be very revealing about the

underlying mechanism of guided motion in invasive tumor cell

aggregates.

Furthermore, a recent investigation of large motile tumor

cell sheets both in vivo and in vitro has revealed that

podoplanin, a small mucin-like protein, is up-regulated in the

leading edge of invasive structures.(41) We hypothesize that

this differentiation of cells within the tumor may relate to the

leadership processes we have describe here. What is unclear

is whether leading cells change expression after they adopt

their position, or whether they become leaders because of the

change in expression. In either case the subsequent action of

podoplanin acts to promotemigration and invasion of cells in a

manner reminiscent of the glutamate release in gliomas, as

described above. Thus, a similar relationship in terms of

positive and negative feedback that we hypothesized

previously may also be relevant to a wide range of tumor

types, as podoplanin up-regulation is a feature seen in, e.g.,

squamous cell carcinoma of the lung, skin, cervix, oral cavity,

larynx, granulose cell tumors, and a large number of tumors of

the central nervous system.(41) Podoplanin is thought to

modulate the actin cytoskeleton of cells.(41) Similarly, other

pathways that act on cytoskeleton elements, as well as those

involved in cell–cell (and cell–matrix) interactions (such as

integrins(31)) should be expected to influence the collective

dynamics of invasion.(42)
Density-dependent transitions to collective motion

As discussed above, the transition from quasi-stable

aggregates to those that exhibit collective migration can

occur as a result of the release of attractant and/or motility-
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inducing chemicals from even a relatively small proportion of

cells. This appears to result frequently in the formation of

tendril or cone-like extensions,(41) strands, columns or the

dispersal of rafts, or ‘‘nests’’ of cells.(30) As stated above, the

role of cell–cell adhesion to such processes is highly

important andmodifications to pathways influencing adhesion

can have a dramatic effect on the cohesive nature of such

migratory patterns.

Cell adhesion molecules (surface glycoproteins) also play

an important role in coordinating the spatial distribution of

motile cells within aggregates. Due to principles of energy

minimization,(38,43) cells with similar surface chemistry tend to

become spontaneously assorted within aggregates. This is

seen with differentiated cells can accumulate with others from

their respective tissue after being mixed in culture.(44–47)

Similar processes can explain cell sorting in embryogenesis

and that within cellular swarms.(48) Computer models in which

cell surface fluctuations and differential adhesion among cell

types are simulated (often using what is known as the

extended Potts model(38)) replicate such processes well and,

furthermore, demonstrate how adhesion among motile cells

causes shear stresses that tend to align the local direction of

travel of individuals.(39) In fact, the traction exerted by

extracellular matrix remodeling cells can lead to so-called

‘‘contact guidance,’’ i.e., a stress–strain response alignment

of cells along reoriented fibrils within the microenviron-

ment.(49) The result is a biased migration seen not only in

fibroblasts(50) but also in, for example, highly invasive MV3

melanoma cancer cells, where it reportedly induced the

recruitment of proximal cancer cells to migrate along

preexisting routes of matrix compaction, reorganized by

previous passenger cells.(51)

Recent studies of collective motion in animal groups have

demonstrated both theoretically,(5) and empirically,(3) that

such local alignment can spread rapidly across populations if

individuals are motile, resulting in the generation of order

(directed motion) across length-scales much greater than the

individual interaction range (see also Fig. 1). Importantly,

these studies reveal that a sudden, and spontaneous,

transition exists between disorder (where individual motion

within the aggregate appears relatively erratic and uncorre-

lated with others) and order (where individual motion is

correlated over long distances) as the density of interacting

elements is increased. In mass-migrating insects (locusts),(3)

and also keratinocytes,(52) this transition has been experi-

mentally validated. Furthermore, statistical mechanics has

revealed that, when such large interacting systems

change population-level properties in this way (a so-called

‘‘phase transition,’’ analogous to sudden transitions in

physical systems such as from a liquid to a gas), the

change in collective behavior is independent of the details

of the interacting components,(53) a feature known as

‘‘universality.’’
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We hypothesize that similar density-dependent transitions

are likely to occur within aggregates of motile tumor cells.

Analysis of cell orientation in mammalian skin has already

suggested that such mechanisms are plausible.(54) Thus,

there need not necessarily be a ‘‘signal’’ to determine the

onset of migration. Rather, it could occur spontaneously when

the density of cells exceeds a critical amount. As noted before,

such transitions may occur in concert with other mechanisms

of orientation—our hypotheses are not mutually exclusive,

but they are testable. Correlates of density and alignment

made from tumor samples could be highly informative, and

density manipulations in vitromayallow for specific replication

of the spontaneous density-dependent transition to mass

migration. Furthermore, for a given density of cells, treatments

inhibiting, or enhancing, the mutual shear forces expressed by

cell bodies (and consequently their ability to alignwith neighbors

with whom they are in contact) should be expected to also

change populations from disorder to ordered states.
Benefits of long-range information transfer

The ability for cells to interact locally and yet to form cohesive

moving sheets may have important implications to navigational

and resource-finding properties of tumor cells. As has been

suggested for animal groups,(55,56) coherent interactions

among cells may allow them to form an integrated self-

organizing array of ‘‘sensors’’ capable of damping local

fluctuations and thus reliably detecting, and responding to,

weak long-range gradients. As such, a swarm-like search

formation may reduce randomness and metabolic cost for the

individual, while increasing the probability of locating resources

for the collective.

Cell–cell information processing may also act to alert

bystanders about a supra-regional microenvironment without

them physically having to move closer to the sites to collect

this information. This strategy reduces per cell motility, hence

minimizes energy dissipation of the individual while optimizing

the yield for the entire population. Aggregation by cells when

migrating may also confer other benefits. Similar to the

schooling by prey fish making it harder for a predator to locate

them, a tight multi-cell formation exposes less individual cell

surface to potentially adverse environmental conditions, such

as anti-cancerous immune cells and chemotherapeutic

agents.(57) Conversely, in the presence of abundant nutrients,

a swarm-like formation can quickly expand the tumor system’s

invasive surface toward the source. The result is an increased

‘‘surface-to-volume’’ ratio within the mobile cell population

that maximizes nutrient uptake per cell. At the same time,

despite angiogenesis, this very same relationship is poised to

grow negatively for the main tumor mass (which in turn is

thought to be responsible for the onset of central necrosis,

and could be a trigger for the onset of invasion to begin with).
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Conflict, cooperation, and the onset of

swarm-like behavior

Lastly, one could hypothesize that swarm-like behavior is

prevalent when the microenvironment is not very permissive,

and cell–cell ‘‘cooperation’’(27) is key to ensure survival of a

more heterogeneous cell population. Indeed, other cellular

swarms, such as those formed by bacteria and slime mold

(Dictyostelium discoideum) cells, respond to adverse and

variable environmental conditions by employing sophisticated

cooperative behavior involving chemical signaling and

collective migration.(1,48,58) In such systems, chemical com-

munication among cells involving low molecular mass

molecules allows monitoring of population density and a

switch to a collective response once a quorum density is

reached. ‘‘Quorum-regulated swarming,’’ which itself involves

chemical signaling, is thought to enhancemotility of cells once

local resources are insufficient to support colony growth.(1,59)

Eventually, however, longer-term stress can result in ‘‘com-

petition’’ becoming a dominant feature. Here, selective

advantage leads to the emergence of dominant clones best

fit for the present conditions.(59) As in tumors, cells inside

growing bacterial swarms may die, resulting in a proliferating

edge and necrotic core.(60)

Sudden bursts of growth at the edge, called ‘‘sectoring,’’

also occur under harsh conditions in bacterial swarms. These

sudden bursts of growth give rise to phenotypically recogniz-

able sectors and appear to arise from a single mutant

ancestral cell superior in motility or growth rate.(60) This

strategy can facilitate long-range food finding, but comes at a

cost: due to the high energetic requirements of this growth the

cells are susceptible to both extreme stress and antibiotic

therapy. Under such conditions slow-growing, metabolically

quiescent cells are most likely to survive.

Thus, conceivably, collective behavior, or more generally,

the emergence of cooperation within tumors may be bound by

an upper and lower threshold of microenvironmental condi-

tions. Since, the distribution of these microenvironmental

conditions is hardly homogeneous, in reality a tumor system

likely displays ‘‘heterogeneous’’ patterns throughout, i.e., at a

given point in time, some sections show collective behavior

while others do not. This appears to be supported by Fig. 1E,

which shows a confluent glioma cell monolayer in vitro.

Unlike social insect, bacterial and slime mold swarms,

collective strategies of cancer cells cannot evolve the same

level of sophisticated adaptive response (since a ‘‘successful’’

strategy likely kills the host and as such the information does

not pass on to another generation). Rather, the tumors

evolutionary process is limited to clonal evolution within the

relatively short context, in evolutionary terms, of the host body.

However, as we have described above, driven by competition

and cooperation, populations of cancer cells may be able to

tap into suites of complex and coordinated collective behavior
BioEssays 31:190–197, � 2009 WILEY Periodicals, Inc.
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that have evolved for other purposeswithin organisms such as

development and immune response.(9,30,42,46,54,61,62)
Conclusions

If the mobile fraction of a cancer system is indeed capable of

showing such swarm-like behavior, we argue that it would not

be reasonable to try to randomly target single invasive cells.

The characteristic of such collective behavior is that it can

compensate the loss of a fair number of its constituents

without losing its overall appearance or ‘‘performance.’’ In the

case of a highly proliferative tumor system, one would in

addition have to deal with the continuous production of these

individuals into the swarm. This suggests therapeutic

strategies with different degrees of feasibility at present.

These are summarized below:

There should be a ‘‘critical density’’ of mobile cancer cells

belowwhich no such collective behavior can exist and thus the

cell–cell signal intensity would drop below the lower detection

threshold. If this is so, then, in theory, broadly targeting the

entire mobile cell population could be effective. In reality,

however, mobile cells currently cannot be imaged clinically,

much less targeted, and are also, at least for the case of brain

cancer,(63) thought to be non-proliferative. The latter means

that even if one could eventually detect and target single

invasive cells, they cannot be treated with conventional anti-

proliferative treatments such as radiotherapy or chemother-

apy. Regardless, targeting an extensive tissue area (in an

attempt of killing a significant number of invasive cells) will

inevitably have side effects for the healthy tissue they invade,

rendering it prohibitively ‘‘costly’’ for the patient.

Another, conceptually more appealing strategy would be

geared toward ‘‘interrupting’’ the cell swarm’s information

process. That is, if cell–cell communication can be stopped or

at least severely hampered therapeutically, arguably the

system overall would slow down. That approach could be

particularly promising if (parts of) the cell–cell information

network turned out to be more connected than others, and

thus present higher ‘‘value’’ targets. Furthermore, if the

phenotypic abilities of the trail-blazing cells indeed marked a

distinctively aggressive subclonal cancer cell population,

rather than being the result of dynamic gene expression

changes (see ‘‘Leadership and collective decision-making in

mobile cell aggregates’’ above), one should gain therapeu-

tically by targeting these guiding ‘‘tip’’ cells selectively.

Intriguingly, inhibiting the afore-mentioned xc pathway and

limiting cystine uptake reduces cellular invasion and tumor

growth.(19) However, aside from the considerable technical

challenges related to first detecting and then genetically

engineering a subset of tumor cells on site, the outcome

appears dubious (even if technically achievable at some

point). As we stressed in the previous section, conceivably,
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collective and competitive behavior can occur side-by-side as

it may simply depend on microenvironmental conditions and

the reactions they trigger. That being said, a therapeutic

decoupling of mobile tumor cells from the swarm may very

well lead them to behave competitively and leave them largely

uncontrolled. Indeed, the experimental literature lists plenty of

evidence that reducing cell–cell communication, e.g., by

targeting gap-junctions, yields a more aggressive tumor

system.(64,65)

More promising than targeting or fragmenting it, should be

exploiting the capability of processing information by the

invasive cell swarm and thus taking over its directional control.

Specifically, one can envision ‘‘redirecting’’ the mobile cells by

for instance implanting small, growth factor-releasing,

biodegradable polymer wavers into the surrounding tissue,

hence utilizing recent advances made in chemotherapeutic

delivery.(66,67) It would be important, through proper labeling,

to ensure that the wavers can be detected with advanced

imagingmodalities. The wavers sole task would be to serve as

a local chemotactic source to attract tumor cells and, thus, by

means of cell–cell communication, to lead the cancer cell

swarm away from physiologically critical or surgically not

readily accessible tissue areas. In a second therapeutic step,

these wavers together with their bystander tumor cells could

then be targeted specifically—hopefully then with a lesser

concern for the parenchyma. Limitations of this innovative

strategy include biocompatibility of implanted materials and

the concern that utilizing, if not inducing, collective cancer cell

mobility without taming the cells’ matrix-degrading enzymes

could even exacerbate tissue damage. While the technical

challenges will undoubtedly be considerable, the goal would

be in fact not as much cure, but a better ‘‘controlled’’ tumor

system.

Of course, much work has to be done experimentally

before a move towards clinics can even be considered. To

start with, the anecdotal reports of such in vitro behavior will

have to be investigated methodically with non-invasive

imaging techniques to analyze the time series, and the

mechanisms by which cells stay in contact have to be

reevaluated from that perspective. If our paradigm still holds,

the question arises of howmuch, if any, relevance such in vitro

findings bear for the in vivo situation. In real tissues, the

spatio-temporal distribution dynamics of any diffusive signal

will be quite different. Adding the comparably very low per cell

secretion rates of any of these messenger cues or paracrine

growth factors, one has to wonder if the considerable

structural constraints would even allow these cells to display

any such behavior. Under these heterogeneous 3D condi-

tions, ‘‘biomechanical’’ signaling may play a more prominent

role. Partly, based on the concept that proteolysis impacts

microenvironmental biomechanics, it could be argued that

collective behavior is also involved in the ‘‘beaten-path’’

phenomenon that has invasive cells seemingly following one
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another along the path of ‘‘least resistance, most permission,

and highest attraction,’’ which in turn has been proposed to

help generate tumor cell branching patterns seen in 3Dmatrix

gel environments (see refs. (8,68,69) and Fig. 1D). Similar

mechanisms also exist in animal groups where local

modification of the environment, by deposition of chemicals

such as ants’ chemical trails and/or physical means (by locally

decreasing resistance to motion) results in path formation. It

should be noted, however, that these processes are not

mutually exclusive and considerable functional complexity can

arise in interacting systems even when interactions are

explicitly local.(1)

In summary, if cancer indeed represents a complex

dynamic biosystem, it seems odd to argue that their mobile

cell population should not be capable of exhibiting collective

behavior similar to that of other biological systems. Therefore,

investigating such swarm-like behavior in more detail is

important from a cancer research and, if confirmed, even

more so from a clinical oncology perspective.
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